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Abstract

This draft describes a mechanism for adding multi-protocol support to Virtual eXtensible Local Area Network (VXLAN). Protocol identification is carried in the VXLAN header and is used to describe the encapsulated payload.
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1. Introduction

Virtual eXtensible Local Area Network [VXLAN] defines an encapsulation format that encapsulates Ethernet frames in an outer UDP/IP transport. The VXLAN header does not specify the protocol being encapsulated and therefore is currently limited to encapsulating only Ethernet frame payloads. As data centers evolve, the need to carry other protocols encapsulated in an IP packet is required. Rather than defining yet another encapsulation, VXLAN can be extended to indicate the inner protocol, thus broadening the applicability of VXLAN.

This document describes extending VXLAN to support additional payload types beyond Ethernet frames. To support this capability, two elements of the existing VXLAN header are modified. For IPv4/v6 payloads, this document also specifies expected behavior for handling certain inner IP header fields.

1. A reserved bit is allocated, and set in the VXLAN header.

2. A 16 bit Protocol Type field is present in the VXLAN header.

These two changes allow for the VXLAN header to support many different types of payloads, all the while maintaining backward compatibility with existing VXLAN deployments.
2. VXLAN Without Protocol Extension

As described in the introduction, the VXLAN header has no protocol identifier that indicates the type of payload being carried by VXLAN. Because of this, VXLAN is limited to an Ethernet payload.

The VXLAN header defines bits 0-7 as flags (some defined, some reserved), the VXLAN network identifier (VNI) field and several reserved bits. The flags provide flexibility to define how the reserved bits can be used to change the definition of the VXLAN header.

```
+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+
| R | R | R | R | I | R | R | R | Reserved |
+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+
|                | VXLAN Network Identifier (VNI) | Reserved |
+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+-----------------+
```

Figure 1: VXLAN Header
3. Generic Protocol Extension VXLAN (VXLAN-gpe)

3.1. VXLAN Header

This draft defines two changes to the VXLAN header in order to support multi-protocol encapsulation.

P Bit: Flag bit 5 is defined as the P bit. The P bit MUST be set to 1 to indicate the presence of the 16 bit protocol type field in the lower 16 bits of the first word.

P = 0 indicates that the payload MUST conform to VXLAN as defined in [VXLAN].

Flag bit 5 was chosen as the P bit because this flag bit is currently reserved in VXLAN.

Protocol Type Field: The lower 16 bits of the first word are used to carry a protocol type. This protocol type field contains the protocol, as defined in in [RFC1700] and in [ETYPES], of the encapsulated payload packet.

VXLAN-gpe does not impact the UDP header; more specifically the destination port is 4789 as defined in [VXLAN].

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|R|R|R|R|I|P|R|R|   Reserved    |   Protocol Type               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                VXLAN Network Identifier (VNI) |   Reserved    |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Figure 2: VXLAN-gpe
4. Backward Compatibility

In order to ensure compatibility with existing VXLAN deployments, P = 0 indicates that the encapsulated payload MUST be Ethernet.

4.1. VXLAN VTEP to VXLAN-gpe VTEP

If a packet is sent from a VXLAN VTEP to a VXLAN-gpe VTEP, the P is set to 0, and the remaining fields remain as described in [VXLAN]. The encapsulated payload MUST be Ethernet.

4.2. VXLAN-gpe VTEP to VXLAN VTEP

A VXLAN-gpe VTEP MUST not encapsulate non-Ethernet frames to a VXLAN VTEP. When encapsulating Ethernet frames to a VXLAN VTEP, the VXLAN-gpe VTEP will set the P bit to 1 and the Protocol Type to 0x6558. The VXLAN VTEP will ignore the P bit and the Protocol Type, and treat the packet as a VXLAN packet (i.e. the payload is Ethernet).

A method for determining the capabilities of a VXLAN VTEP (gpe or non-gpe) is out of the scope of this draft.
5. VXLAN-gpe and Encapsulated IP Header Fields

When encapsulating and decapsulating IPv4 and IPv6 packets certain fields such as IPv4 Time to Live (TTL) from the inner IP header need to be considered. VXLAN-gpe IP encapsulation and decapsulation utilizes the techniques described in [RFC6830], section 5.3.
6. VXLAN-gpe Examples

This section provides three examples of protocols encapsulated using the Generic Protocol Extension for VXLAN described in this document.

---

**Figure 3: IPv4 and VXLAN-gpe**

---

**Figure 4: IPv6 and VXLAN-gpe**
Figure 5: Ethernet and VXLAN-gpe
7. Security Considerations

VXLAN’s security is focused on issues around L2 encapsulation into L3. With VXLAN-gpe, issues such as spoofing, flooding, and traffic redirection are dependent on the particular protocol payload encapsulated.
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